Pride and Prejudice and
Critical Theory
As AP students you are constantly employing New Critical Theory in your daily interactions with texts. This theory seeks to explore one main question: How do the text’s formal elements, and the multiple meanings those elements produce, all work together to support the theme, or overall meaning of the work? Remember, a great work will have a theme of universal human significance. 

Group 1: Cultural Criticism
Shares many of the same defining characteristics with New Historical Critical Theory, but is more politically oriented, especially in its support of oppressed people, yet does not view these people as oppressed victims, but as victimized by the dominant power structure and capable of resisting or transforming that power structure. 
	Considers the role of cultural productions in the circulation of power 
	Views culture as a process, not a product 
	Often draws on feminist, Marxist, and other political theories to perform its analyses
	Especially interested in popular culture

	What kinds of behavior/models of practices does this work seem to enforce?
	Why might readers at a particular time and place find this work compelling? What kind of cultural work did the novel perform at the time of its publication?
	Are there differences between my values and the values implicit in the work I am reading?

Upon what social understandings does this work depend?
Whose freedom of thought/movement might be constrained implicitly or explicitly by this work?
	With what larger social structures does the works’ ethical orientation appear to be connected? Who does P & P find fault with and who does it praise?
	CC is interested in how popular versions of the text have been transformed. Think about the movie clips we watched. Were the film versions darker or more optimistic? What do the transformations suggest about the popular imagination—the needs of the viewing public—or about the entertainment industry’s perception of the needs of the viewing public?

Group 2: Marxist Theory
Based on the beliefs of Karl Marx : the real forces that create human experience are the economic systems that structure human societies 
Getting and keeping economic power is the motive behind all social and political activities, including education, philosophy, religion, government, arts, science, technology, media, etc. 
Emphasis on the differences in socio-economic class: the “haves” and the “have nots.” 
Intersects with classism, which equates one’s value as a human being to the social class to which one belongs. In a classist society, the people at the top of the social scale are naturally superior to those below them: more intelligent, more trustworthy, more ethical, etc. 
Marxist Theory helps us to “see the ways in which ideology blinds us to our own participation in oppressive sociopolitical agendas” 

Does the work reinforce or challenge, intentionally or intentionally, classist, (and/or capitalist, imperialist) values? 
How might the work be seen as a critique of classist values? In what ways does the text reveal, and invite us to condemn tyrannical socioeconomic forces? 
How does the literary work reflect the socioeconomic conditions of the time in which it was written and/or the time in which it is set, and what do those conditions reveal about the history of class struggles?
	How is the class structure responsible for much of the story’s action and plot? Does the story invite us to critique the classism it represents?
	How might this work be seen as a critique of organized religion? How does religion function in the text to keep characters from realizing and resisting socioeconomic oppression? 
	Marxism also explores “rugged individualism”, or an ideology that romanticizes the individual who goes out alone to pursue a goal not easily achieved. Does this apply to P & P? 


Group 3: Feminist Theory
Examines the ways that literature reinforces or challenges oppression of women
The male experience is the standard by which the experiences of both sexes is evaluated
Addresses traditional gender roles, sexism, gender vs. biological sex, good girls vs. bad girls
Patriarchy, promotes the belief that women are innately inferior to men, and by definition, is sexist, and thus the role of women in society has been culturally not biologically produced
	All feminist activity has as its ultimate goal to change the world by promoting women’s equality

	What does P & P reveal about the operations of patriarchy? How are women portrayed? How do these portrayals relate to the gender issues of the time period in which the novel was written and/or set? In other words, does the work reinforce or undermine patriarchal ideologies? (What kind of agenda does Austen have—patriarchal? Feminist? Or is she ideologically conflicted? How can you tell?)
	What does P & P suggest about the ways in which race, class, and other cultural factors intersect with gender in producing women’s experiences?
	How is the work gendered? How does it seem to define masculinity and femininity? Do the characters’ behaviors always conform to their assigned genders? Does the work seem to reject, accept, question traditional views of gender?

What does the work imply about the possibilities of sisterhood as a mode of resisting patriarchy and/or about the ways in which women’s situations—economic, political, social, and psychological—can be improved?
	What role does P & P play in terms of women’s literary history and literary tradition? 

Group 4 New Historical Criticism
Our selfhood is shaped by and shapes the culture into which we are born, and thus, it a lifelong process of negotiating our way among the constraints and freedoms offered at any given moment, by the society in which we live. 
	Everything is a product from the culture it emerges from, but everything also influences that culture in return formation of individual and cultural identities. 
	Concerned with how power circulates to and from all social levels, at all times through exchanges of  (1) goods: through buying, selling and trading,  (2) people: through marriage, adoption, slavery, and (3) ideas. 
	Believe that texts can tell us something about the interplay of different ideologies and social meanings operating in the time and place in which the book was written. 

	What does P & P add to our tentative understanding of human experience in the particular time and place, and to the ways in which individual identity shapes and is shaped by cultural institutions?
	How does the text promote ideologies that support and/or undermine the prevailing power structures of the time and place in which it was written? (Think of the class system, gender roles) 
	Using rhetorical analysis—or analysis of a text’s purpose and the stylistic means it uses to achieve that purpose, what does P & P add to our understandings of the ways in which literary and nonliterary discourses (politics, science, economics, educational theories) have influenced, overlapped with, and competed with one another at specific historical moments?

What does P & P suggest about the experience of groups of people who have been ignored, underrepresented or misrepresented by traditional history? (laborers, women, the poor, etc) 
	How has P & P’s reception by critics and the reading public, including its reception when it was first published, changing responses to the work over time, and its possible future relationship with its audience—been shaped by and shaped the culture in which the reception occurred?
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